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Track stars
On the heels of
Train Tracker’s release,
a scramble to create
the best mobile ‘L’ app

Buster creator
Chris Cieslak

By Tracy Swartz
REDEYE

CTA riders were excited when the agency released Bus Tracker in 2008 so they could easily plan their commutes. For Chris Cieslak of
Ukrainian Village, the newly available Weband mobile-based listings of bus routes and
arrival times became a job opportunity.
Cieslak, who was working as a Web developer for a nonprofit organization at the time,
began creating a bus-tracking iPhone app in
March 2009 when his bus routes—the No.
66-Chicago and No. 70-Division—joined
Bus Tracker. Buster, as it became known, first
was created for Cieslak’s personal use, and he
wasn’t sure he would release it as a commercial product.
But within a month he was selling the
99-cent app, geared toward Chicagoans who
ride multiple bus lines, in Apple’s online store.
It has generated about 40,000 downloads
since and has garnered three and a half stars
out of five based on customer reviews, said
Cieslak, who gets 70 percent of the sales.
“Because it was so popular, it got my foot
in the door to doing iPhone applications full
time,” said Cieslak, 32, who works as an iPhone
developer and owns software publisher Electropuf, which sells Buster in Apple’s app store.
On the heels of the CTA releasing a similar train-tracking site this month, Cieslak and
other developers are scrambling to get out
new apps or update the ones they have with
the train tracker function. Once their train
trackers are in place, they can look to create
commuting apps that incorporate other Chicago modes of transportation such as cabs.
In a corner office on the second floor of
UIC’s engineering research facility off Halsted and Taylor streets, one professor and
graduate students are trying to make your
Chicago commute easier.
A large screen at the entrance of the office
displays the locations of UIC’s shuttle, which
links the east and west sides of the campus.
Assistant professor Jakob Eriksson and his
team are working on adding the campus shuttle to their popular iPhone app, TransitGenie.
The app, which launched in November
2009, takes CTA data into account to tell riders when their bus is expected to arrive as well
as the fastest way to get to their destination

through busing, walking and/or biking.
The UIC shuttle addition is not the only
improvement Eriksson and his group are set
to launch soon. Within the next month, the
team plans to add a train tracking function
to TransitGenie based on the information
the CTA has started posting on its site this
month. Train Tracker data relies on signal
monitors, unlike Bus Tracker, which relies on
GPS.
Eriksson said the addition is a steppingstone to creating commuting apps that incorporate other Chicago modes of transportation.
After they add the train tracker function,
Eriksson said he and his team would like to
augment the app with a tracker for taxis.
Eriksson, 33, also has looked into creating
an app called Urban Explorer that would use
listings from Yelp to show tourists and others
locations of nearby attractions if they want to
kill time before heading to the airport.
“There’s a lot of things to be done in the
intersection of computers and transit. We’re
just exploring it,” said Eriksson, a Sweden native who lives in the South Loop.
Eriksson said he began working on the
TransitGenie app in March 2009, a few
months after he became a computer science
professor at UIC. He had moved from Boston and didn’t have car. He realized a need for
a transit navigator and noticed the iPhone
was growing in popularity, so he released his
first version of TransitGenie, which he described as “shaky,” in November 2009.
Now TransitGenie has 30,000 users who

That’s so quirky
As the CTA continues to test its train tracking website, CTA President Rich Rodriguez
noted a few quirks with the system at the
CTA board meeting earlier this month.
T.S.

» Most of the predicted arrival times for

CTA stops are based on a program that
monitors train signaling systems. Stations
at the end of a line, such as the 95th Street
stop on the Red Line and the Midway stop
on the Orange Line, have estimated arrival
times based on CTA schedules because the
trains haven’t left the terminal and passed
through any signals.
» If there is an issue at a CTA stop, such as

a fire or a person on the tracks, the train
tracker may become temporarily unavailable as the agency determines how long it
will take the train to start running again.
» Train Tracker also isn’t able to tell riders

if a train is running express, but the CTA
hopes to have that feature eventually.

have downloaded the free app. Unlike many
app developers, Eriksson is using the process
for academic research rather than profit.
“I want to find interesting research problems,” said Eriksson, whose studies are funded
in part by the National Science Foundation.
“It’s a natural platform to find problems.”
Some of the problems Eriksson has encountered have been mapping the foot paths
near train stations and getting data from Me-

tra and Pace, which don’t publicly post their
tracking information the way the CTA does.
The cash-strapped CTA said it doesn’t have
an in-house app developing team so it doesn’t
have to incur the cost for creating these apps.
Instead, the agency provides the data to developers to create mobile and desktop apps
and widgets.
Eriksson said the CTA has been “very
open” with its data, and he’s discussed his app

